
Hot sell cheap pants Pure men's cotton Ankle-length khaki chinos pants

 

Item Hot sell cheap pants Pure men's cotton Ankle-
length khaki chinos pants

Materials Cotton polyester, TC, etc. (if the customer's
request)

Size European size, size of American, Asian size
(from XS to 3XL) or customized size

Moq 2000 Sets

Samples The samples time is about a week, and if the
samples are urgent, we can push.

function Comparable price, high quality, punctual
delivery

Design Not only can we make it according to customer
samples, but also we can help design.

Package Each chef uniform in a poly-bag or as
Customers'need

Logo Offerings making logo

Color Depending on the requirement of the
customers

The band name of the King Long (can change for the name of the
band)

Delivery time Within 25-45 days after deposit and samples
confirmed

Payment Terms T/T, West Union
Test Order First you can set small order to a quality test.

Manufacturer We are direct manufacturer, we can guarantee
quality, delivery time and everything.

If you need more information,
visit Www.wuhankinglong.en.Alibaba.com
  

More details:
1.2 Removable extra pockets with zipper on the side 
2.2 Thigh pockets with Velcro flap
3.4 Pockets and 2 with Velcro 
4.6 Bags Cargo Pant Style 
5. Oxford fabric on the knee for abrasion resistant
6. Front zipper with Velcro closure valve
7. Elastic Back waist 
8. Reflective Tape Piping

https://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/Polycotton-industrial-working-trousers-mens-slim_60706425522.html?spm=0.manage.list.13.457f0ad1Ye0GbZ


  

Competitive Advantages:
As one of the leading manufacturers of first aid/safety products in Wuhan,
China over 11 years, we mainly produce and supply our products to Europe,
North and South America and Middle East. Two pattern designers over 20
years Experience. The latest software for pattern making, efficient and
precision. Eight QC Inspector control the number of cut, sewing, packing,
ironing service altogether, about two hundred 10-15 years of experience
workers, strong accountability mechanisms.
1. More than 11 years leading manufacturer in Wuhan. Professional and
honest. 
2. SGS report available. 
3. Approximately 200 employees are more than 10-15 years of experience,
strong accountability mechanisms.
4. Over 20 years experience of our two designers, they are agile on the latest



software for pattern making, efficient and precision.
5.8 QC Inspectors: constroling the quality of cutting, sewing, packing, ironing
service altogether.
   
Faq
1. Can we get your free samples?
Yes, our sample is free, but clear "Freight Collect". After the first transaction
close, we will limit the freight.
2. What is your normal delivery term?
In 60 days after receipt of the deposit or the B/L or the L/C.
3. How do you determine the quality of articles?
(1) Approximately 200 employees are more than 10-15 years of experience,
strong accountability mechanisms.
(2) Over 20 years experience of our two designers, they are agile on the latest
software for pattern making, efficient and precision. 
(3) 8 QC Inspectors: Check the number from cutting, sewing, packing, ironing
service altogether.

Please contact us


